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Advanced level Flash - Nissin Di600  
Variety TTL function  Cost-performance value 

 
 
The new Nissin Di600 offers Wireless TTL Remote capabilities along with plenty of power. 
This flash is powerful enough to fill shadows on even the sunniest of days. The Di600 
supports original Canon, Nikon and Sony * TTL systems.  
*Di600 Sony version will be launched later  
 
Key Features: 
The Nissin Di600 has a flash output of GN44 at 105mm. The zoom range auto adjusts from 
24mm-105mm. The flash comes equipped with a built-in diffuser that gives a 16mm lens 
coverage.  The flash head tilts up to 90°, and rotates horizontally 90° to left and 180° to right; 
making bounced lighting more versatile by utilizing more angles; In addition, the flash can  be 
easily used in a manual or a slave mode. Light output on the Di600 is fully adjustable down to 
1/32 in manual and slave modes. In TTL mode, the flash output is controlled by the camera.  
Flash compensation can be controlled on the back of the flash in ½ EV increments. The 
Di600 flash recycles in about 5 seconds when using 1/1 full power output. 
 
Wireless Remote Flash  
Creative lighting is a snap with the ability to utilize multiple flashes. The Di600 has a self-
contained wireless remote flash system that allows it to be used as slave unit. The 3 slave 
modes available are described below.  
Slave Digital (SD): Nissin Di600 synchronizes to the pre-flash system. The master flash is to 
be set at TTL (E-TTL II/ E-TTL for Canon, i-TTL for Nikon and ADI/ PTTL for Sony) mode.  
Slave Film (SF): Nissin Di600 synchronizes to the traditional single flash system. The master 
flash is to be set to manual mode. Studio lighting system can be synchronized to this mode.  
Wireless TTL: Nissin Di600 synchronizes to the wireless remote flash system with the use of 
a master controller. Make adjustments to the Di600 by way of Channel 1 group A on your 
master  
 
Nissin Original “MY TTL” Setting  
The TTL flash power level is pre-set for exposure at the factory. However, you can reset the 
power to the desired exposure level, in +/- 0.75 Ev. by 0.25 Ev increments. The pre-set value 
is memorized as your personal standard after switching the unit off. The normal TTL 
calculations are now based off of this customized setting. 
 
External Synchro Contact  
The Nissin Di600 can be used off camera using the Sync Contact. Using the standard 3.5mm 
and a PC sync terminal the flash can be hard wired to the camera. 
  
 



[Product Information] 
Product name:    Nissin Di600  
SRP:                 USD＄155 

Release Date     October 2013 
 

 

[Specification] 
Type                                           For Canon, Nikon and Sony Digital SLR cameras 

Guid no. (at ISO 100 in m) 44 (at 105mm focal length)  

Focal length coverage  24-105mm (16mm when using built- in wide panel) 

Power Source 4 x size AA alkaline batteries 

(Size AA Ni-MH or lithium batteries usable) 

Battery life 200-1,500 flashes according to the mode 

(with alkaline batteries) 

Energy saving  Switch to Stand-by mode in 2 minutes, and power off in 60 minutes. 

After the power on or the last use of flash unit. 

Recycle time (Approx.) 5 seconds (with fresh alkaline batteries) 

Flash exposure E-TTL II/ E-TTL (Canon)、i-TTL (Nikon) and ADI/ P-TTL (Sony) 

Flash power lock FE lock with [FEL] or [＊] button on EOS camera(Canon)/  

FV lock with [AE-L] or [AF-L] button on the cameras (Nikon) 

AF assist light (Approx.) 0.7 to 6m/ 2.3 to 20 ft. 

Color temperature 5,600 K 

Flash duration 1/800 (full power flash) sec. 

1/800 – 1/20,000 (controlled flash) sec. 

Wireless flash SD: Slave Digital/ SF: Slave Flim 

(Slave function with 6 power level) 

Wireless TTL Slave: for Canon/ Nikon---wireless remote Channel 1 

Group A 

For Sony---wireless Remote (RMT) 

(Controlled by Master flash)  

Dimensions 77(W) x 130(H) x 103(D) mm/ 3(W) x 5.1(H) x 4.1(D) inches 

Weight 315g/ 11 ounces (not included batteries) 

External service ports Standard & 3.5mm PC sync terminal 

Accessories Flash stand (with screw) 
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（1）front view 

 

                     
 

（2）Back view 



                       


